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occurred on May zjth and suffered cruel losses in a
severe struggle against overwhelming odds. American troops
were among those who finally brought the German advance to
a halt on the line of the Marne. For the third time in three
months the Germans had inflicted a costly and resounding
defeat on their adversaries ; yet nowhere had they achieved a
decisive result, and their own losses had been not only serious
but irreplaceable, whereas the Allies had still the huge untapped
reservoir of American man-power to draw upon.
The next German offensive was a drive down the Oise
valley to flatten out the re-entrant created there by the March
and May attacks. It made little headway, and "was broken
off after five days' battle. From mid-June to mid-July the
only incidents were minor thrusts on our part in Flanders and
east of Amiens, but it was clear that a new hostile attack was
imminent, and all indications went to show that it was to take
place on either side of Rheims. Foch was so convinced of
this that he sent all the French reserves to that area and asked
that six British divisions should also follow. The British
Government was anxious lest the B.E.F. should thereby be
imperilled, for it was known that active preparations for German
attacks in Flanders were in course, and authorised Haig to use
his right of appeal against the order if he thought fit. But Haig
loyally declined to do so, and when the last great German attack
began on July I5th, the British troops that Foch had asked for
were available to assist in meeting it.
Not only was this final desperate throw of Ludendorif s
completely repulsed on the east of Rheims and quickly checked
on the west, but on the i8th a French counter-offensive, which
had been covertly prepared for some time, was launched against
the west face of the great salient formed by the enemy front
between the Marne and the Aisne. It met with instant success,
overrunning the surprised enemy to a considerable depth, but
the defence quickly stiffened, and when the British contingent
was thrown into the fight, two divisions on the west side of the
salient and two on the east side, where the French had also
launched a secondary attack, they had to purchase their good
progress by hard fighting. But the salient held by the Germans
was clearly undesirable as a defensive front, and a slow with-
drawal set in, which finally, on August 5th, took them back to
the north bank of the Vesle, leaving behind them 30,000
prisoners and nearly 800 guns in the hands of the victors. It
was in fact the turn of the tide in the 1918 campaign, for Foch
had already made all his plans for a general Allied oifensive
and the B.E.F. was ready to deal the first resounding blow in it.
This was the attack east of Amiens, carried out under Haig's

